
BREAKING: ROGER
STONE INSISTS RUSSIA
HACKED THE DNC
Last month, Roger Stone argued in his criminal
case that the government knows that Russia did
not hack the DNC.

Roger Stone is challenging the main
underpinning of the search warrant
applications supporting the warrants –
the Russian government hacked the DNC,
DCCC, and one Clinton Campaign official
from locations outside where the
computer servers were stored. First,
Stone will demonstrate that the
Government’s proposition is untrue.

[snip]

The government’s agents knew that they
could not prove the Russian state hacked
the DNC or the other targeted servers,
and transferred the data to WikiLeaks
when it presented the search warrants to
the various magistrates and district
court judges.

The government debunked this claim last week.

That’s pretty interesting, given that the very
same lawyers just argued in the DNC lawsuit that
Russia definitely did hack the DNC.

The factual background and context of
Plaintiff’s complaint cannot survive the
Report’s significant and substantial
findings supporting the Special
Counsel’s conclusion that no American
conspired with any agent of the Russian
state to break in to the DNC’s computers
(hack); steal any of its data, transmit
any of its data to WikiLeaks, or aid in
the public dissemination of that data.2

2 In fact, the Mueller Report explicitly
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states that the Office of Special
Counsel’s investigation “did not
establish that members of the Trump
Campaign conspired or coordinated with
the Russian government in its election
interference activities.” Special
Counsel Robert S. Mueller III, Report On
The Investigation Into Russian
Interreference In The 2016 Russian
Presidential Election, Volume I of II,
1-2 (2019). Furthermore, the Mueller
Report makes abundantly clear that in
April 2016 it was “units of the Russian
Federation’s Main Intelligence
Directorate of the General Staff (GRU)
[that] hacked into the computer networks
of the Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee (DCCC) and the Democratic
National Committee (DNC),” not the
Defendants. Mueller Report at 36.

Both here and elsewhere, Stone misstates what
the Report found in really interesting ways,
which I may return to in more depth (as it may
indicate where Stone thinks the discovery he has
seen suggests the government may be headed).

But for now, I just want to note that after
insisting to Judge Amy Berman Jackson that
Russia didn’t hack the DNC, Stone lawyers Grant
Smith and Robert Buschel are arguing to Judge
John Koeltl that Russia did hack the DNC.

I wonder what Donald Trump will say when he
discovers his rat-fucker has given up on the
hoaxes claiming Russia didn’t do the hack?

As I disclosed last July, I provided
information to the FBI on issues related to the
Mueller investigation, so I’m going to include
disclosure statements on Mueller investigation
posts from here on out. I will include the
disclosure whether or not the stuff I shared
with the FBI pertains to the subject of the
post. 
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